Buy An Electric Washer NOW—and save $3500

YOU save $35 by buying a Prima Electric Washer from us NOW! FIRST—because the price must advance $15 at the end of this sale; SECOND—because the Prima costs $20 less right now than any other washer in the same class—a total saving of $35! Remember: This money saving opportunity holds good only a few days more.

First Payment $10 places the Prima Electric Washer in your home. Convenient and easy monthly payments will soon complete the balance. Think of it! you can buy the Prima for what it costs you every month for a laundress.

We unhesitatingly recommend the Prima Electric Washer as exceptional value. It is a first-standard machine—ten sheet capacity (greater than most machines); swinging wringer; simple and sturdy construction; easy to operate.

Let our electric washer experts show you the Prima in person—since the Prima Automatic Combination Control was perfected after years of scientific research. Several industrial plants have had it in constant operation for eight years—since it was first put on the market. It has never failed.

So nearly does this appliance make possible perfect combustion that you can burn the smallest care of prepared Anthracite or River coal and still maintain maximum combustion efficiency.

Every owner, manager or superintendent should be familiar with this scientific development. Upon request we will forward you full information in booklet form. Or, if you like, one of our Combustion Engineers will call and explain to detail just how this system can be applied to your plant.

Scheduling for further information costs you nothing and obligates you in no way. Drop us a card today.

Automatic Fuel Saving Company
Bulletin Building, Telephone, Spruce 5674

The PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY

Riding Year After Year in the Same Pierce-Arrow

No car built will roll up greater mileage than the Pierce-Arrow with so little need of repairs or overhauling. But when attention is needed, our factory-trained experts and up-to-date facilities are at once at your command. Back of Foss-Hughes service are nearly 15 years of continuous experience, a complete staff of factory-trained mechanics, an adequate stock of parts and up-to-date facilities. Foss-Hughes service explains why of the 166 Series 3 cars delivered in this territory between four and five years ago 96 are still in the hands of their original purchasers.

Foss-Hughes service is everything that the highest grade of equipment and personnel can be, and does everything to assure continuous Pierce-Arrow performance of highest quality. No lesser service would be worthy of the kind of care we handle.

Every car requires attention to avoid difficulties or big repair bills.

FOSS-HUGHES COMPANY
Twenty-first and Market Streets

PIERCE ARROW
DUAL VALVE SIX

The Battleship Tennessee

Is Equipped with

"Wear-Ever" Aluminum Steam Jacketed Kettles

The Battleship Tennessee—newest and finest ship in the U. S. Navy—reflects the most modern ideas in construction and equipment.

The Tennessee is 624 ft. long and 97 ft. at its extreme breadth to its outside armaments. Carries twelve 14 inch guns having a range of 30,000 yards. All twelve master weapons can be concentrated on either broadside to hurl at a single salvo a total of 16,800 lbs. of projectiles charged with high explosives.

Being thoroughly modern in every way, it is both natural that its galley equipment includes a complete installation of "Wear-Ever" Steam Jacketed Kettles. This equipment comprises forty gallon and three fifty gallon Aluminum Stee! Kettles.

"Wear-Ever" utensils for ship, hotel and institutional use are made of the same metal and in the same way as the "Wear-Ever" utensils used in the kitchens of modern homes. The only difference is in thickness of metal and styles of utensils.

Replace utensils that wear out with utensils that "Wear-Ever"